Volume 32 Number 11 Issue 388
A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Sorry this issue is late. A lot has happened since
March . While dealing with changes at my job, a significant
family crisis came up. All things were dealt with but I had a
hard time focusing on reading and writing.
I will not be doing events for awhile due to the COVID
19. On the day I write this, Necronomicon has decided not to
have an in person convention and will look into having a virtual
convention. Worldcon will be going virtual. The Nebula
Weekend is also going virtual. San Diego Comic Con, ICFA,
and many other events have cancelled. Megacon, Spooky
Empire, and Anime Festival Orlando are postponed for later in
the year.
I will have the May issue in mid month. June should be
back to regular schedule. Hopefully there will be more reviews.
Let me know what you have been watching or reading during
this time of isolation.
March 8, 2020
Officers: Juan Sanmiguel
Members: Steve Cole, Arthur Dykeman,
Pre-talk:
Corona virus is affecting other cons. We talked about how
SXSW, a large multimedia event was just cancelled.
Club:
Michael Pilletere has redesigned the website. It should make it
easier to update and looks great.
Juan got a dealers table for Necronomicon. Juan offered to
anyone who will watch the table the extra membership.
We got our usual pavilion at Lake Downey. People are
checking in with they are going to bring. Peggy is getting
burger and hot dogs. It is always a challenge to order a Pavilion
at Lake Downey. We may go to Seminole County next year
since one can reserve one online rather to physically go to the
location.
Events
Orlando Book Fair (March 14)-Juan will have a table. Let him
know if anyone wants to join him.
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ICFA– Juan will ask what the daily rates and email them to the
members. Juan sent a link to ICFA schedule to everyone via
email.

Keiser Supercon is the same weekend at the Orlando Book Fair. It
is a free event hosted at Keiser University.
Culture Consumed
Arthur finished the new Lost in Space on Netflix. Juan and Arthur
liked it. Steve could not find get a character to invest it. Juan buys
the family. They act like people, not super dysfunctional or too
perfect. We discussed Irwin Allen’s career. Juan is amazed he was
more successful than Roddenberry. Juan pointed out that Allen
had an Oscar for documentary The Living Seas. Allen had great
success with his TV series in the 60s and films of the 1970s.
Steve recommended Travelers on Netflix. He was invested in
those characters despite some inconsistent parts of the time
traveler science. Steve talked about a story with similar idea
called “The Primal Solution”.
Arthur is catching up with DC Animated features on the DC
streaming service. Juan asked about the rates of DC Online and
may look into it.
Juan and Arthur have to catch up with Disenchantment on
Netflix. A fantasy animated series created Matt Goeing, creator of
The Simpsons and Futurama.
Juan talked about Altered Carbon season 2. And did the liked
ideas presented in it. He saw two feature films anime films in a
theater, Ride Your Wave and My Hero Academia: Heroes
Rising. The latter is part of a popular series were everyone on
Earth has a superpower and we follow the lives of young heroes.
Juan and Arthur saw Birds of Prey(and the Fantabulous
Emancipation of One Harley Quinn). It was a fun adventure in
the DC Universe.
Steve read Jeff Wheeler Legends of Muirwood and now re the
Harbinger series. Steve read Throne of the Five Winds by S.C.
Emmet (from Orbit). Steve has not found the fantastic element in
the story.
Steve brought up the Cinderella shoe fitting issue that David
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OASFiS People

April OASFiS Calendar
OASFiS Business Meeting
Cancelled due to Easter

Steve Cole
Susan Cole

OASFiS Picnic
Cancelled due to COVID 19
To contact for more info:
OASFiS Business Meeting

Arthur Dykeman
407-823-8715

Steve Grant

Mike Pilletere
Horgan, co Sponsor of Orlando Fringe Festival Green Venue,
David Ratti
brought up on his Facebook. Steve argued why did the shoe not
fit anyone else. Juan said the show was molded to shape of
Juan Sanmiguel
Cinderella foot and it would not be match with some with just the
same size.
Patricia Wheeler

(407) 379-1530
stevepcole@hotmail.com
407-275-5211
sacole@mindspring.com
407-314-5506
adykeman@bellsouth.net
352 241 0670
stevegrant@embarqmail.com
mike-sf@webbedfeet.com
407-282-2468
dratti@eudoramail.com
407-823-8715
sanmiguel@earthlink.net
pwheeler11@cfl.rr.com

Book Discussion
Any of these people can give readers information about the
The book was Arrows of the Queen by Mercedes Lackey.
club and its functions. To be included in the list call Juan
Lackey is a Guest of Honor of this year’s Worldcon. This was
one of the books recommended by book dealer Glennis LeBlanc
as a representation of Lackey’s work There are 43 related books
in the series. Arrows of the Queen deals with Talia being
selected to be herald. Herald serve the monarchy is a special way
with special horses called Companions. Juan enjoyed it, though
Steve had to explain that horses are not pure white which is one
of the reason the Companions are fantastical. Juan also like the
world building and it reminded him Alanna by Tamora Pierce.
Steve has read more of the series and said it is good
representation of Lackey’s work.
Meeting adjourned at 4:00PM.
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Academy Awards
Speculative Fiction winners
Not a great year for speculative fiction
Best Actor
Joaquin Phoenix—Joker as Arthur Fleck/Joker
Best Animated Feature Film
Toy Story 4 –Josh Cooley, Jonas Rivera, Mark Nielsen
Best Animated Short
Hair Love—Matthew A. Cherry and Karen Rupert
Tolliver
Best Original Score
Joker Hildur Guōnadóttir
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Letters of Comment
1706-24 Eva Rd.
Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C 2B2

March 8, 2020
Dear OASFiSians:
Many thanks for issue 386 of the Event Horizon. As the snow
continues to fly outside, I'd be best staying where it's warm, and
coffee is in the pot, and a small mountain of zines surrounds me.
(I'm not kidding, am I ever behind.) Anyway, comments follow
in the next paragraph.
My past letter...we still don't go to pro-run conventions, and our
steampunk jewelry business keeps us going to events, but we're
thinking of shutting down the business in a couple of years. All
we may have left is the few steampunk events left, and one or
two fan-run events in the area. Well, with reduced income, that
may not be a bad thing. I know that the pro-run cons do have
their own problems, for we are honestly spoiled, and we want
more and more for our con membership dollar. If the pro-run
cons do continue, it may be that only the richest fans can go.
Are eBooks available at the Toronto Public Library? I have
checked out some eBooks when the hardcopies was not available.
This included some graphic novels I wanted to read. I also
checked out the audiobook This is How You Lose a Time War.
There are limits to what can be checked out, but it has been
helpful.
We are looking forward to the next season of Discovery, and we
have seen now the first 7 episodes of Picard. It is a story that
does take patience, and I have seen many online who don't have
that patience. The Toronto Public Library does have inter-library
loans, but demands on the books usually means waiting for
weeks for any given book, so I have given up on it. The
Magicians is also on CTV Sci-Fi Channel, but we gave up on it
during its first season, deciding to rely on Lev Grossman's books.
The books are great but the show was fun. Since there were only
three books , deviation from the source was inevitable if they
wanted to do a show longer than 3 years. The just wrapped their
fifth and final year. It was a fun ride. I showing Picard friends
and they seem to like it more than Discovery
The snow has stopped, but the sun has set, and I think I may be
done...with this issue, but so many more zines to tackle. Many
thanks, keep 'em coming!
Yours, Lloyd Penney.

OASFiS
P.O. Box 592905
ORLANDO, FL 32859-2905

